BUSINESS SOLUTIONS
Engineered for enhanced productivity in the office, offsite and on the go
Office

Stay productive while working in an open office or remotely

It's not just new in every way
It's the new standard

**EVOLVE 2**

**EVOLVE 2 75 | Professional wireless headset with ANC**
- Adjustable Jabra Advanced Noise Cancellation (ANC).
- 8-microphone technology.
- 360° busylight, visible from all angles.
- Up to 36 hours battery life.
- All day comfort with increased ventilation and reduced pressure.
- UC and Microsoft Teams-certified variants available.

**EVOLVE 2 65 | Professional wireless headset**
- 3-microphone technology for better calls and seamless collaboration.
- Powerful leak-tolerant 40mm speakers.
- New angled design with memory foam ear cushions for noise isolation, like never before.
- 360° busylight visible from all angles.
- Work wirelessly, wherever, with 37 hours of battery life.
- UC- and Microsoft Teams-certified variants available.

**EVOLVE 2 85 | Professional wireless headset with ANC**
- Digital hybrid Active Noise Cancellation (ANC), and incredible noise isolation.
- 360° busylight, visible from all angles.
- 10-microphone technology.
- Up to 37 hours battery life.
- Powerful 40mm speakers and AAC codec.
- All-day comfort, with soft memory foam and an ergonomic design.
- UC- and Microsoft Teams-certified variants available.

**EVOLVE 2 75 | Professional corded headset**
- New angled design with memory foam ear cushions for noise isolation like never before.
- 360° busylight visible from all angles.
- 3-microphone technology for better calls.
- Powerful leak-tolerant 40mm speakers.
- All-day comfort, with soft memory foam cushions that mold to your ears’ contours.
- Choose between USB-A or USB-C variants.
- UC- and Microsoft Teams-certified variants available.

**EVOLVE 2 30 | Professional corded headset**
- Ultra-lightweight for enhanced all-day comfort.
- 2-microphone technology for less background noise on calls.
- 28mm speakers for outstanding audio.
- Noise-isolating design.
- Reinforced steel headband & slider for increased durability.
- Integrated busylight for instant 'do not disturb' mode.
- UC and Microsoft Teams-certified variants available.

---

1. Variant dependent
2. Evolve 30 only
EVOLVE 80 | Professional corded headset with ANC
- Shield disruptive background noise with superior Active and Passive Noise Cancellation.
- Reduce interruptions with the integrated busylight.
- Immersive music experience delivered by world-class speakers.
- Leather-feel ear cushions, and around-the-ear design for all-day use.
- UC- and Microsoft Teams-certified variants available.

EVOLVE 75 | Professional wireless headset with ANC
- HD voice for calls and world-class speakers for music.
- Flexibility to move up to 100ft/30m away from your connected device.
- Reduce noise and interruptions with superior ANC and integrated busylight.
- Connectivity to two devices at the same time for calls and music.
- All-day comfort with leather-feel ear cushions and on-the-ear design for all-day use.
- UC- and Microsoft Teams-certified variants available.

EVOLVE 65 | Professional wireless headset
- Multitask in the office with a wireless range of 100ft/30m from your connected device.
- Up to 14 hours battery life.
- Integrated busylight.
- Dual Bluetooth connectivity allows you to use two devices at the same time for calls and music.
- UC- and Microsoft Teams-certified variants available.

EVOLVE 65e | Professional wireless earbuds
- All-day comfort. Convenient, lightweight, around-the-neck design with snug-fitting earbuds.
- Professional UC-certified earbuds. Optimized for use outside the office.
- Enjoy up to 13 hours battery life.
- Customize sound settings with the Jabra Sound+ app.
- Jabra-engineered speakers offer a great music experience.
- Built-in busylight acts as a 'do not disturb' sign.

EVOLVE 40 | Professional corded headset
- Noise-cancelling microphone eliminates background noise and reduces high-frequency sounds.
- Integrated busylight.
- Works straight out of the box.
- Flexible connectivity. USB-A or USB-C connects to your laptop and a 3.5mm jack provides connectivity to your smart devices.
- UC- and Microsoft Teams-certified variants available.

EVOLVE 30/20 | Professional corded headset
- Connect to your PC via USB or use the 3.5 mm jack for connectivity to your mobile device.
- In-line call controller with large buttons and LED indicators, making handling of calls and music easy.
- Noise-cancelling microphone eliminates background noise.
- Easy plug-and-play.
- UC- and Microsoft Teams-certified variants available.
Call centric
Boost customer satisfaction in the contact center

ENGAGE 75/65 | Professional DECT wireless headset
- Great-sounding calls, even in noisy work environments.
- Up to 150m/490ft range. Enables up to 3x more wireless users in same space. ¹
- Integrated busylight.
- Connect to up to 5 devices at once. ²
- Advanced noise-cancelling microphone.
- Enhanced hearing protection.
- Up to 13 hours talk time.
- Stereo and Mono variants available.
- Rich call analytics.

ENGAGE 75/65 Convertible | Premium DECT wireless headsets
- Connect to up to 5 devices including desk phone and softphone. ²
- Up to 100m/330ft range.
- Up to 3x wireless density ¹
- Integrated busylight.
- Advanced noise-cancelling microphone.
- Enhanced hearing protection.
- Up to 9 hours talk time.
- Choice of different wearing styles. ²

ENGAGE 50 | Professional digital corded headset
- Rich call analytics improve customer experience.
- Noise-cancelling 3-microphone system.
- Stereo sound and super wideband.
- Multi-color status lights reduce interruptions.
- Easy call control with Jabra Engage Link accessory.
- USB-C connectivity as well as USB-A connectivity via accessory.
- Enhanced hearing protection.
- Certified for Microsoft Teams. ³

PRO 900 SERIES | Professional wireless headset
- Simple, intuitive design for fast user adoption.
- Up to 120m/395ft range. ²
- Up to 12 hours talk time. ²
- Choice of different wearing styles. ²
- Easy to deploy and manage.
- Future-proof investment – free software upgrades available.
- Crystal-clear sound.

BIZ 2300 | Professional corded headsets
- Connect to a desk phone or softphone via USB or QD. ²
- Superior call clarity.
- Foam or leather-feel ear cushions for added comfort.
- The contact center headset that is built to last.
- USB versions offer easy in-line call management.
- Air Shock microphone reduces unwanted “pops” for better call quality.
- Programmable button with USB-A and USB-C variant.
- Microsoft Teams-certified variants.
Audio collaboration

Collaborate the easy way in the office or remotely

SPEAK 810 | Professional stationary speakerphone
- Starts meetings quicker than ever via USB, Bluetooth or 3.5mm connection to your computer or smartphone.
- Superior audio for larger conference calls.
- Picks up sound from virtually any direction.
- User-friendly call controls on the speakerphone.
- Conference room coverage for up to 15 people.

SPEAK 750 | Premium portable full duplex speakerphone
- Full duplex audio allows everyone to speak and be heard simultaneously.
- Certified for Microsoft Teams with a dedicated button.1
- Versatile and easy to use, and is compatible with all leading Unified Communications platforms.1
- Connect instantly: simply plug-and-play to your laptop, smartphone and tablet via USB or Bluetooth.
- Omni-directional microphone picks up sound from virtually any direction.
- User-friendly call controls on the speakerphone.

SPEAK 710 | Professional portable speakerphone
- Intuitive and easy to use with no need for user training or IT support.
- Immersive sound for calls and music.
- USB or Bluetooth connection to smart device.
- Up to 15 hours battery.
- In-room coverage for up to 6 people.
- Option to pair two Speak 710 devices for double coverage.
- Smart button gives one-touch access to MS Cortana, Siri®, and Google Assistant™.
- UC- and Microsoft Teams-certified variants available.

SPEAK 510 | Personal USB and Bluetooth speakerphone
- Slim and compact design lets you hold conference calls anywhere.
- Crystal-clear voice experience ensures everyone is heard with omni-directional microphone.
- USB or Bluetooth connection to smart device.
- Up to 10 hours battery.
- In-room coverage for up to 4 people.
- Smart button – Personalize your Speak with MS Cortana, Siri® and Google Assistant™.
- UC- and Microsoft Teams-certified variants available.

ENGAGE 75/65 Convertible | Premium DECT wireless headsets
- Connect to up to 5 devices including desk phone and softphone.2
- Up to 100m/330ft range.
- Up to 3x wireless density.1
- Integrated busylight.
- Advanced noise-cancelling microphone.
- Enhanced hearing protection.
- Up to 9 hours talk time.
- Choice of different wearing styles.2

1 Variant dependent

---

1 Variant dependent
Video conferencing

Collaborate the easy way in the office or remotely

PANACAST | Intelligent 180° flexible video solution

- Inclusive meetings with 180° Panoramic-4K video for a more natural view of your meeting space.
- Intelligent Zoom automatically adjusts to include everyone in the conversation.
- Unique 180° field of view keeps everyone in the picture.
- Virtual Director intelligently adjusts the video in real time to focus on active speakers for more immersive meetings.
- Network-connected system enables easy remote management.
- Real-time whiteboard streaming for more inclusive remote collaboration.
- Safety Capacity and Room Usage Insights generate anonymous room occupancy data for all your meeting rooms at once.
- Plug-and-play for fast setup and maximum ease of use.
- Easy installation, with a choice of wall mount, table stand and screen mount (VESA).
- Certified for use with Microsoft Teams, Microsoft Teams Rooms, Zoom, Zoom Rooms and optimized for all leading UC platforms.

PANACAST 50 | The first new-normal-ready intelligent video bar

- Astounding sound from the world leaders in professional audio.
- Advanced system architecture powers a range of intelligent features.
- Unique 180° field of view keeps everyone in the picture.
- Virtual Director intelligently adjusts the video in real time to focus on active speakers for more immersive meetings.
- Network-connected system enables easy remote management.
- Real-time whiteboard streaming for more inclusive remote collaboration.
- Safety Capacity and Room Usage Insights generate anonymous room occupancy data for all your meeting rooms at once.
- Plug-and-play for fast setup and maximum ease of use.
- Easy installation, with a choice of wall mount, table stand and screen mount (VESA).
- Certified for use with Microsoft Teams, Microsoft Teams Rooms, Zoom, Zoom Rooms and optimized for all leading UC platforms.

PANACAST 20 | Intelligent, AI-enabled personal video conferencing

- Premium AI-powered 4K Ultra-HD video quality.
- AI-driven Intelligent Zoom keeps you center stage.
- Intelligent Lighting Optimization for a picture perfect image, wherever you work.
- Picture-in-Picture for even more impactful presentations.
- Powerful on-board AI processor improves data security.
- Integrated privacy cover guarantees privacy when you need it.
- Built for flexible working. Clips to any monitor. Comes with protective case.
- Use with a Jabra headset or speakerphone for an outstanding audio experience.
- Truly plug-and-play. Works seamlessly with all leading UC platforms.

1 See facts on Jabra.com/commercial-claims  2 Choose between Virtual Director and Intelligent Zoom via Jabra Direct and Jabra Xpress  3 Table Stand and Screen Mount sold separately
WHO WE ARE

Jabra is a leader in communications and sound solutions. We create intelligent headsets and communications tools that help professionals work more productively; wireless headphones and earbuds that let consumers enjoy better calls, music, and media; and pioneering video conferencing solutions for more inclusive meetings.

Find out more on jabra.com